
Loan Vision User Conference Agenda
Sunday, September 18th

Time Lady Bird Ball Room Foyer Foyer

2:00 - 4:00 Break

Registration Open LV Lab Open

4:00 - 5:30 What's on the Mind of Mortgage Executives Roundtable
Carl Wooloff & Dustin Pfluger

5:30 - 6:00 Break

6:00 - 7:00 Opening Reception
Sponsored by CWDL



Loan Vision User Conference Agenda
Monday, September 19th

User Track 101 User Track 201 Executive Track Loan Vision Lab

Time Lady Bird Ballroom Lady Bird Ballroom Break Out Lady Bird Studio Foyer

8:15 - 9:15 Breakfast - Sponsored By ACS

9:15 - 10:00 Keynote Speaker

10:00 - 10:15 Break - Sponsored By Insight Software

LV Lab Open

10:15 - 11:15 System Intros
Justin DeAngelis

Lease Accounting is Here: What Have We Learned So Far?
Dustin Pfluger

Join Support Manager Justin DeAngelis as he introduces our conference with system intros. Justin will describe how the sub-
ledger entries flow to the G/L account entries and review how the bank ledger entries will show in both the bank and G/L. Justin 

will also explain how this flows to the bank reconciliation and will cover how both the vendor posting group and bank account 
posting group link to the G/L.

After several years of delay, ASC 842, Leases is required to be 
implemented this year for private companies. Join Dustin Pfluger as he 
discusses what he has learned so far with an earlier adopter and how 

Loan Vision can help streamline the process. 

11:15 - 12:30 Loan Imports: The Basics
Ben Saunders

Flexible Imports
Justin DeAngelis

Strategic Implementation Plan: How to Persuade the 
Unpersuadable!
Dr. Andy Schell

Join Director of Deployment Ben Saunders as he reviews the 
loan fields configuration section and explains how to build 

variable fields. Ben will demonstrate import test functionality and 
making edits to the file import schema. He will also work on 
troubleshooting errors when importing into the loan journal 

batch.

Join Support Manager Justin DeAngelis as he takes the file 
import schema to a different level and makes the vertical import 
horizontal. Justin will cover how you can pre-define a specific 

position or column in a file to always map to a specific account 
and how you can use conditions/switches to vary a pre-defined 

account based on a user-defined condition using data in the 
system. Justin will also cover how you can use various methods 

of assigning dimensions to your imported data.

Dr. Schell’s “Strategic Planning” webinars have received widespread 
recognition for his insightful assessment of how mortgage lending 

organizational dynamics impact the success of strategic plan 
implementation. In this live session, Dr. Schell will explain many of the 
key advantages generated from a strategic plan, how personality types 

may be leveraged to accept change, and how accountants play an 
essential role in driving success. 

12:30 - 1:30 Lunch - Sponsored By Richey May

1:30 - 2:30 Loan Imports: Loan Processing
Justin DeAngelis

Loan Imports: Super User Level
Mark Cornelius

Seven Mortgage Banking Disasters You Must Not Repeat
Michael McAuley

Join Support Manager Justin DeAngelis as he looks at the 
processing schema and how users are able to map G/L 

accounts to the variable fields from the import. Justin will walk 
through basic switch codes and constant values for branch 

revenue and underwriting fees and look into the preview 
document in the loan journal and how the processing affects the 

balancing of the loan.

Join Support Team Consultant Mark Cornelius as he extensively 
covers loan imports. The loan imports can utilize the post import 
and processing schemas to a more advanced degree, handling 

other loan related transactions simultaneously with a typical 
import. Mark will be addressing how to implement some 
examples of these more advanced processing methods.

Garrett, McAuley has worked with hundreds of mortgage bankers over 
the past 15 years, including running into some real disasters. Join Mike 

McAuley as he discusses in detail seven true cases of mortgage 
banking disasters, from secondary marketing calamities to 

compensation mistakes to success planning failures. You’ll learn how 
bad things can get so that you can avoid these disasters and, better yet, 

learn some best practices for your own business today.



2:30 - 2:45 Break - Sponsored By Insight Software

LV Lab Open

2:45 - 3:45 Loan Level Reconciliation
Liane Fletcher

Loan Level Value Reports
Mark Cornelius

The State of Cybersecurity in the Mortgage Banking Industry
JT Gaietto

Join Consultant Liane Fletcher as she covers the first part of 
loan level reconciliation. Liane will review and show how to 

utilize the following reports for Loan Level reconciliation: G/L 
and Loan No Reconciliation, Gen. Ledger Reconciliation Report, 

G/L Account Rec by Loan No. and G/L Entries by Loan No.

Join Support Team Consultant Mark Cornelius as he reviews 
loan level value reports. The loan level value reports allow 

pulling loan level related information in various styles of reports. 
Mark will be demonstrating how to utilize this report for analytics 
such as loan profitability, reconciliation, or general information.

Please join JT Gaietto, Chief Security Officer of Digital Silence to 
discuss current cyber threats targeting mortgage organizations of all 

shapes and sizes across the United States.

3:45 - 4:00 Drink Break 

4:00 - 5:00 Loan Level Reconciliation Continued
Shannon Long

Commissions: Advanced
Ben Saunders

Managing Your Financial Position & Accounting Department 
in Times of Economic Downturn

Kellene Klocke

Join Consultant Shannon Long as she covers the second part of 
loan level reconciliation. Shannon will review and show how to 
utilize the following reports for Loan Level reconciliation: Loan 

File Reconciliation, Loan Profitability, Loans Fee Report, 
Average Daily Trial Balance

Join Ben Saunders, Director of Deployment, to review an in 
depth look at some of the features that can be used for 

calculating commissions in Loan Vision. Just about every 
customer has their own unique ways of calculating commissions 

and commission structures can be ever evolving. Ben will be 
walking through some of Loan Vision’s flexible features that 

assist with streamlining the commissions process.

As margin and volumes become tighter, the need for up to the minute 
and quick turnaround on the monthly financials, cost cutting, and 

managing cash is essential. This panel discussion, hosted by President 
of Accu-Keep Kellene Klocke, will touch on the pain points and stress 

that is being placed on the accounting department since resources are 
limited and staff is depleting. We will discuss how other companies are 
delivering timely financial statements, forecasting and managing cash 
flow while maintaining segregation of duties, integrity and accuracy of 

the financial statements.



Loan Vision User Conference Agenda
Tuesday, September 20th

User Track 101 User Track 201 Executive Track Loan Vision Lab

Time Lady Bird Ballroom Lady Bird Ballroom Break Out Lady Bird Studio Foyer

8:15 - 9:15 Breakfast - Sponsored By Soft4

LV Lab Open

9:15 - 10:15 Managing AP
Dayna Swartz

Account Schedules: Advanced
Justin DeAngelis

Maximizing Human Capital in a Challenging Market
Susan Volpe

Join Dayna Swartz, Support Team Consultant, on how to 
manage accounts payable. Dayna will be reviewing setup of 

Standard purchase codes/recurring lines for vendors as well as 
how to setup & use Deferral Codes. Dayna will walk through the 

AP Aging report vs. Open Vendor Entries report, and explain 
how to apply & un-apply items to clean up AP.

Join Support Manager Justin DeAngelis as he covers the basis 
of performance worksheets and other reports in Loan Vision. 

Justin will demonstrate how to easily create an account schedule 
and how to manage analysis views and entries to produce 
simple account schedule reports. Justin will also cover the 

overview of the G/L analysis function that needs to be running in 
the background to keep your reports up to date.

In a market where every dollar counts, are you getting the most from 
your accounting department? Join Susan Volpe for a discussion on 

creating efficiencies in your accounting function, from staffing to 
automation and accounting best practices.

10:15 - 10:30 Break - Sponsored By Soft4

10:30 - 11:30 Cash Management
Dayna Swartz

Performance Worksheets
Mark Cornelius

Let's Get Fiscal: Plan to Thrive Amid the Challenges of 
Today's Market

Rosie Marlier & Lizz Patnaude

Join Dayna Swartz, Support Team Consultant, on Cash 
Management. Dayna will be creating a one-time payment to a 

GL account, along with a manual payment to a vendor. 
Following payments, void check options will be discussed to 

better understand which void option should be used in a specific 
situation. Dayna will import lines into a Deposit and demonstrate 
how to record a manual entry in a Cash receipt journal. Lastly, 

Dayna will explain tips & options for Bank Reconciliations.

Join Support Team Consultant Mark Cornelius as he covers 
performance worksheets. The performance worksheets allow 

combining general ledger detail with loan related information in 
various column layouts. Mark will be demonstrating how to utilize 

these reports by different period and dimension layouts.

This year has been quite a departure from the record setting years of 
2020 & 2021, but the challenges of today reveal the opportunities of 

tomorrow. Backed by industry data from over 250 lenders, join Richey 
May's own Rosie Marlier, Audit Senior Manager, and Lizz Patnaude, 

Client Accounting & Advisory Services Manager, as they aim to cover 
emerging trends and practical strategies to plan, budget, and forecast 

for 2023.  

11:30- 12:30 System Imports
Liane Fletcher

Access Control
Justin DeAngelis

Winning Strategies for a Challenging Market: 10 Steps for a 
Financial Executive to Take Right Now

Jim Deitch

Join Consultant Liane Fletcher as she simplifies the concepts of 
utilizing the standard file template of your choice and being able 
to import GL transactions into Loan Vision by making an import 
to match your file. Liane will walk through using the same ability 
for importing lines to invoices when large invoices from vendors 
need to be entered into Loan Vision. Liane will cover using the 

same concept to import entries into a recurring journal for 
reversing purposes and walk through the standard invoice 

import.

Join Support Team Manager Justin DeAngelis as he reviews 
permissions and user groups in Loan Vision 365. Justin will 

cover using user groups to easily configure and control levels of 
access to various areas and their functionality within Loan 

Vision, making access management an easy task.

This session will feature a panel moderated by Jim Deitch, CEO of 
Teraverde, covering a data-driven approach to increase productivity, 
increase efficiency and reduce costs in today’s difficult market.  It will 

feature two executive panelists that are Loan Vision users providing 10 
tangible examples of how they have achieved success in increasing 

profit and efficiency, while reducing costs.



12:30 - 1:30 Lunch - Sponsored By Spiegel Accountancy Corp.

LV Lab Open

1:30 - 2:30 Canned Reports
Shannon Long

Dimension Change List & Dimension Hierarchy
Justin DeAngelis

A CFO's Guide to Taking Control of Your Warehouse Lines
Mike McFadden

Join Consultant Shannon Long as she reviews the system 
generated income statement and balance sheet and 

demonstrates how the categories and sub-categories are used 
to create these reports. Shannon will cover how to update the 

reports when you create a new account and show how to 
customize the Role Center page with categories. Shannon will 
review how to use the trial balance detail/summary, average 

daily trial balance, and General Ledger by reason code.

Join Support Manager Justin DeAngelis as he covers the 
dimension hierarchy’s purpose, how it allows entry of a single 

dimension to automatically populate related dimensions, and its 
best practices in use. Justin will demonstrate the dimension 

change functionality and cover how it can give you the ability to 
correct or reclass entries without needing to create many journal 
entries that have a net effect $0 as this is a great way to correct 

dimension, BU code, or loan number issues easily, but also 
requires good discipline in its use.

Warehouse lending is changing. Learn how to turn yours into a profit 
center. Join Michael McFadden, CFA, mortgage banking CFO turned 

fintech entrepreneur, to discuss new strategies in reducing cost, 
streamlining process, effective cash management strategies, and the 

rise of e-initiated loans and non-traditional warehouse players.

2:30 - 2:45 Break - Sponsored By Soft4

2:45 - 3:45 Managing Your Closing
Liane Fletcher

Branch Portal
Ben Saunders

Ask the Experts
Jim Deitch, Michael McAuley, Susan Volpe, Dustin Pfluger, & 

Jennifer Hannah

Join Consultant Liane Fletcher as she reviews how to manage 
your monthly quick close in Loan Vision. Liane will begin by 

setting up categories and tasks for each category and walking 
through managing assignments of each month end task. Liane 
will review how to upload supporting documents to each task, 

such as posted bank reconciliations and will go through 
approving and archiving each task.

Join Ben Saunders, Director of Deployment, to review Loan 
Vision’s Branch Portal. With the LV365 version, the branch portal 

has had some upgrades and is as agile as ever. Ben will be 
walking through these features that allow you to provide branch 

managers and executive uses with valuable up to date 
information at their fingertips.  

Ever wanted to ask a dream team of mortgage industry experts 
whatever was on your mind? Well now's your chance! Join us for an 

hour with some of the smartest minds in the mortgage industry to ask 
whatever you'd like!

3:45 - 4:00 Drink Break

4:00 - 5:00 Whiteboard + Closing

5:00 - 7:00 Break

7:00 - 10:00 Network Event at The Tipsy Alchemist
Sponsored by Teraverde


